
Ynglet 101% Completion Guide

To get 101% completion in Ynglet, follow this guide carefully.

You must physically be in Copenhagen when you create your save file. Before you start a level, physically travel to

the location in Copenhagen where the level takes place. Bring a device that can play the game. When present at

the location, start the game, open, and play through the level. You must complete the level without exiting it,

closing the game, or leaving the physical location. If you however accidentally do either of this you're allowed to

return to the location and restart the level. You must complete the levels in the order they appear in the game,

and they must not be priorly unlocked.

Note that you must collect all triangles in every level. It is okay to replay a level if you missed one or several

triangles at the respective physical location. Replaying levels to collect missing triangles doesn't have to be done

in level order.

A 101% completion attempt should not last longer than one week. You must erase the file and start a new one if

you fail this.

You're free to change the difficulty mode whenever you want. A Negative Mode 101% run must, however, be

performed separately and not overlap with a regular 101% playthrough. It is recommended that you perform

your 101% Negative Mode run during another season so it feels different.

When you have completed all the levels, travel to Amalienborg and watch the ending cutscene there. At any

point in the cutscene, hold Shift+1 for a second. This will make your save file say 101% in the game's main menu.

Location Rules

Botanisk Have: You don't have to be inside the green houses; the garden is fine.

Valby, Sydhavnen, and Vesterbro: You can either play the level riding the S-train or at one of the stations.

However, if the train reaches a station not included in the level, you must return to the location and restart the

level. In Sydhavnen, you're also allowed to play the level at Vestre Kirkegård.

Bella Center, Planetarium, and Kastrup: You don't have to enter any building; it's okay to play the level in the

general area.

Tårnby: The level is to be played at Byparken.

Amalienborg: It's also okay to watch the ending cutscene at Amaliehaven.

Speedrunning

If you attempt to perform a 101% speedrun of Ynglet, the run is invalidated if you put anyone in harm's way,

drive too fast, or get yelled at for rushing or pushing people.


